Whether Georgia will face power supply problem in the case of denial from the construction of large power plants?

At the World Energy Forum in Dubai President of Georgia predicted energy problems if large HPPs construction was suspended.

Revaz Arveladze notes if Georgia’s economy is developed rapidly Georgia will not face any problem in terms of electric power supply having small and medium hydro power plants, but after 3-4 years the government will have to think about the construction of large power plants as in the next 10-15 years small and medium-sized hydroelectric power plants will not be sufficient to ensure the country’s energy supply.

According to NGO "Green Alternative" representative, it’s unclear on what basis the President says that if the country doesn’t built large power plants, it will face energy supply problems. David Chipashvili considers this statement, which was made without any calculations, incompetent and says that at this time there are no economic calculations and it is the prerogative of a new energy policy.

Note: "Green Alternative“ has actively opposed the construction of large power plants in recent years.